Schemes

1. Better relate both budgets
   - 2.5 units ability for effective breakaway
   - Distance to admin an issue
   - Ads. of admin to parking/dropoff
   - Feels of disengagement
   - Sense of openness from east dropoff, not welcoming where parents currently drop

2. Easier to secure site
   - Field (front lawn to treehouse)
   - Garden ads to field
   - Art/music except inner bays

3. Single story scale
   - Flow
   - Lawn of admin
   - Library at heart
   - Gym at heart, central gathering
4 - GARDEN LOCATION
- PROXIMITY OF PARKING TO TREEHOUSE
  (USE SCHEME 03)
+ FLEX SPACES

5 - 1/5 MEANS NO
SHORT GRADUATION
AND IT FEELS UNK
GRADUATION
6 - Admin away from younger kids
+ 4/5
+ Like Admin on 2nd Floor
+ Max. outdoor space
+ Large central gathering at heart
+ Younger distance from Gym

7 - Upper grades in smaller rooms
- PK/K/6
- Hard to add